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There are two characteristic length in solids: the 
inelastic scattering length ( (1/ ) and elastic one (le). 
The fonner is the characteristic length for which 
electrons are scattered by lattice vibration. If the 
scale of a solid is smaller than (It ' electrons can 
move through the solid without losing its phase 
information. On the other hand, le concerns the 
elastic scattering of electrons by impurities and/or 
lattice defect. Nowadays, devices smaller than le can 
be produced by the micro-electronics. In such 
nlicro-devices electrons can ballistically move as if 
they were in vacuum. Under these situations 
electrons behaves as individual particles rather than 
collective motion. Considerable attention has been 
paid on these research topics because the engineering 
applications of this kind of new state are expected to 
derive novel semiconductor devices. 
The motion of an electron in the ballistic region 
is expected to described by the Schrodinger equation 
foe single electron. It should be noted that the 
electric properties of the single electron devices 
immersed in magnetic fields may provide useful data 
for the study of so-called quantunl chaos. 
Numerical methods to solve the time dependent 
Schrodinger equation such as the finite difference 
method with the explicit central difference scheme 
(FDM) and Trotter-Suzuki method(TSM) have 
been developed. Since electron wave packet are 
usually characterized by waves whose wavelength is 
much shorter than the wave packet width, the 
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distance bet ween space grids must be much shorter 
than the wave- packet width. Consequently, the 
resultant matrix is expected to become too large for 
implicit schemes. For this reasons, the Schrodinger 
equation has been solved by two explicit numerical 
schemes mentioned above. 
Recently, Igarashi et al. discussed a numerical 
analysis of time-dependent Schrodinger equation and 
studied the topics associated with numerical stability 
and the convergence problems, compared with the 
previous methods. This work really encourage us to 
challenge to·a development of numerical methods. 
In the present study, we discussed a implicit 
numerical analysis of the time-dependent 
Schrodinger equation by using a new numerical 
schenle on the basis of the Pade approxinlation for 
time development operator. The behavior of 
ballistic electrons in a magnetic field is analyzed by 
this inlplicit nunlerical scheme. Comparison between 
the present nUlnerical method and the previous 
methods has been made by computing motions of a 
wave packet in a rectangular waveguides under the 
influence of uniform magnetic field. 
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